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ABSTRACT. Some kinematic formulas of the Ersatz Chern poly
nomial and the generalized volume function are derived.

1. Introduction

In [4] Gray defined the Ersatz Chern polynomial fc(P, t) for all com
pact Riemannian manifolds P. This polynomial reflects many prop
erties of Chern forms of a Kahler manifold. The polynomial k(F\t) 
arises natually from the study Weyl’s tube formula. The following 
formulas ([4]) express the remarkable properties of the Ersatz Chern 
polynomial.

Let P and Q be Riemannian manifolds for which the Ersatz Chern 
polynomial is defined. Then

(1) k(PxQ,t) = k(P,t)k(Q,t),

(2) k ①,t) = sk(P,t).

Here P x Q is the Reimannian product of P and Q, and P is a s-fold 
covering P — P.

The Ersatz Chern polynomial also has a simple relation with the 
generalized volume functions ([4])

(3) fc(P,t) = e- 2 £ ZW).*
n—p=even

To explain k(F\t) and V오'" (r, i) let us look at Weyl’s tube for
mula ([8]) for the volume of the tube of radius r about a compact
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p-dimensional submanifold P of Rn with the curvature tensor Rp 
(briefly P C Rn)

(4} FR" fr)_ '빠 M〒)("2)+("-p)+c
(4) 수 (心-스 (2찌C(|(n_p) + c)r

Then the Ersatz Chern polynomial k(I간’, t) (briefly k(P,t)) is defined 
by

［을］
(5) fc(J?p,t) = £；fc2cW)tc

c=0

and the generalized volume function is defined by

= n 쁴 M끼’W2)—’)+c

For the definition of integral invariant A：2c(7?P) (briefly A?2C(-P)) see 
(12) in § 2.

It is important to observe that if P is not given as a submanifold of 
Rn then (4) can be regarded as a definition, and (3) should be read 
with this interpretation.

In this article we study the Ersatz Chern polynomial and the gener
alized volume function from the integro-geometric point of view. We 
shall prove the following.

THEOREM 1. Let P C Rn and Q C Rn be compact manifolds. Let 
dg be the standard kinematic density on the group of proper motions 
of Rn. If 0 < 2c < p + g — n, then

［厄土올三끄］ c

(7) k(PDgQ,t)dg= 乞 乞아시巧飯—义⑵胎
' c=0 t=0
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with constants dc,i depending on p, q, n, c and i (see the formula (7) 
in § 3). We also have 서

(8) £ IV諸;Q(r,t)dg
p-bg —n_m=even 스

[¥] c
=『2 E Z>cAi(P)k2c_2i(Q)<C.

c=0 i=0

The second purpose of this article is to study the polynomial fc(«Rp— 
K,t) for P C En(K), where En(20 is n-dimensional non-Euclidean 
space of constant curvature K (with the curvature tensor j?E"나0, 
briefly K). In this case k(Rp — K,t), which is still called the Ersatz 
Chern polynomial, is defined by

W
(9) k{Rp — 쪼, t) = 乞 k2c(Rp — K)t2c.

c=0

Then we have the following.

Theorem 2. For P c En(Ki) and Q c En(K2)

(10) k(RPxQ _ 2^ x K2,t) = k(Rp _ _ K2,t).

THEOREM 3. Let dg be the standard kinematic density on the 
group of proper motions of En(K). Let P C En(K) and Q C En(K\ 
If 0 < 2c < p + q — then
(11)

[£土호=]
£ 亡4,水2i(i가’—水)k2c—2iOR이•「즈)'C. 

c=0 i=0

REMARK: The kinematic density dg in (7) is normalized so that 
the total measure of the group of proper motions of Rn is equal to 

오、 n 2tt 호
OnOn^i • • • C>2, where On = -r is the volume of the unit sphere 

厂(7)
日—i(i)너 pqn Similarly dg in (11) is normalized so that f dg = 
OnOn^i … (?2 (see [1] for details).
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2. Preliminaries
Let P be a compact p-dimensional Reimannian manifold with the 

Riemannian curvature tensor Rp. To explain the integral invariants 
k》c(2?P) (briefly 서己戶)), 0 < 2c < p, it will be convenient to use the 
notations of [2, 3].

Let R be a tensor field on P of the same type as the curvature 
tensor field on P and having the same symmetries. R is called a 
curvaturelike tensor field on P. It is possible to define the c-th power 
of R. The definition can be given inductively via JR0 = 1 and

Rc(xi A • • • A =)(1/1 A … A y2c)
2c

= Z ( — 1)아서서4凡끄가기* “X(：T1 A •••/=」•••/%•
MM=i

A ••• A X2c)(yi A • • • A 아 A • • • A ⑦ A • • • A y2c),

where 幻,... ,j/2c are tangent vectors to P. Then the complete con
traction of Rc is

p
C2c(Hc) = 乞 Rc(eai A … A ea2c)(eai A ••• A ea2c),

，•••，으2c = l

where {ei,..., ep} is any orthonormal frame on P.
We put

(12) #(*)" ’

where dP is the volume element of P.
Next we recall Chern’s kinematic formula in Euclidean space ([1]). 

Let P and Q be two compact embedded submanifolds of Rn of re
spective dimensions p and q with p + q — n > 0. Let dg be the stan
dard kinematic density on the group of proper motions of Rn. Chern 
considered the integral invariants(ie(Rp) (briefly ^e(P)) which are 
related by

(13) AWD =2物-/ "MP).
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If 0 < e even < p + q — then

(14) f /ie(P C\gQ)dg = 乞 여內(乃)內—@, 

J 0<t even <e

where constants c, depending only on p, g, n and e are given by ([7])

(15)
on+i … o2 f 으=브으 
_________ \ 이4>g-n-e 十 2 ) 
/(WA+Ki)!

Op-i 十 2
g+2 (으〒흐)!\

There is also a non-Euclidean version of Chern’s kinematic formula 
([6]). Let P and Q be two compact embedded submanifolds of En(20 
and dg the standard kinematic density on the group of proper motions 
of En(2Q. E 0 < e even 玄 p + g — n, then

(16) [內(Hpn애_K)dg= 乞 <=(까’ — )사…(J?이一K\
0<t even <e

where constants Ci are given by (14). Here ^C(-RP — 2f) is defined by 
이e(2가’) except that Rp is replaced by Rp — K. Note that Rp — K is 
a curvaturelike tensor field on P C En(K).

3. Proof of Theorems

Proof of Theorem !• Let P C Rn and Q C Rn. In order to derive
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(7) we combine (5) and (14) using (13) and (15). Then we have
j k(PT\gQ,t)dg

J

s

f

&

f

s

 

r
l
 

[
 

r
l

tc J k2c(P^gQ)dg

.(Q)

c
乞 너c,ik2i(P)k2C-2i(Q)'C,

i=0

where
(17)

서
Onqa • • -OzOi서서•g-n~h2O?>—2시~20?_2€十2시~2(P 十 Q - n)! (p _ 2i)! (g _ 2c 十 2f)! 

^p+9-n-2c+2Op+iOp+2Og4.iOg+2(P + q — n — 2c)! 끼 q\
Next we combine (3) and (7) to show (8). Then we have

乞 I V름&gQ (己 하〈9
j서-g—n—m=even J

=해" J k(PQgQ,t)dg

W프] c
=e 해’2 Z S?c,iMP)k2c=(Q)TC.

c도 0 i=0

Proof of Theorems 2 and X The formula (10) comes from
c

(18) k2c(Rp^ _ K. x 及) = 乞 k2i(Rp _ JG)fc2c_2i(J가? _ K2),
t=0

of which proof can be found, for example, in [5].
Finally the formula (11) can be obtained by combining (10) and

(16). The derivation is similar to that of (7).
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